CUSTOM, PRECISION PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDING SERVICES

Rapid Turn Around
+ Problem Solving
Since its inception, the cornerstone of Legacy
Molding's operating principles has always been the
mandate to provide customers with rapid turn
around and problem solving during each phase of
the project.

Transforming a difficult process into a
controlled process is our strength!

Trust

Complete Injection
Molding Capabilities

Your relationship with Legacy Molding will be based on an understanding that we must earn your
trust and respect. This is accomplished through our strict observance of your confidentiality and the
fact that we will commit 100% of our resources to the success of your molding project. Your timeline
drives our schedule - milestones will be met and excuses will not be part of our vocabulary. We understand that in the end, only results matter.

Agility
An organization like Legacy Molding is not affected by the inertia that constrains larger companies
in their quest to be customer responsive. Our lean, horizontal organization reacts quickly - compressing lead times to a duration that Legacy Molding customers have come to expect. Short-run
jobs are a specialty; fast turn around is simply our way of doing business.

Technology
A finished product that consistently conforms to requirements and meets customer expectations is
the result of structured process control and an investment in technology. Legacy Molding employs
the latest technology as a means to success:






Servo-Electric injection molding presses; 50 ton to 500 ton
Intelligent application of robotics
Thorough quality planning for every job
Remaining current on advances made within the plastics industry

Value-Added Services
Legacy Molding also offer a variety of value-added services including ultrasonic insert welding and
light assembly
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Complete Injection
Molding Services




3D Mold Design
Troubleshooting of existing, difficult molds
Extensive experience with a variety of
materials



Guaranteed Performance
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Robert Wright
1070 West Main Street, Suite A
Riverton, WY 82501
307-857-1111, Ext. 111

rob@legacymolding.com

No-Risk "Test Drive"
We’re confident that we possess all the
qualities to make your project successful.
Accordingly, we offer the no-risk "test drive"
option that enables you to experience the
Legacy Molding promise first hand. We'll
install your mold into our presses and produce
a trial run of parts for your approval. If you are
dissatisfied for any reason, there will be no
charge for this service.
Legacy Molding’s production floor emphasizes efficiency
and utilizes contemporary lean methods

Now that's Confidence!
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